
(4.19)

claim Suppose 15x+ 1y =35057for
xyER. Then atleastone ofx,y
is notan integer. > l of

ex #

o

xt

gitpint⑨
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False starton proof
i

statement reasoning

y
=

557
- 15x algebra

y
=

5057 - 5 algebra

butnow what?

Poby contradiction)

Aiming fora contradiction, suppose the
claim is false. Thatis, suppose itis not
thecase thatatleastone ofx,y is not

integer. Thatis, bothy, integer.



statement reasoning
55057 =15x +

1y by claim and
x,y t] assumption

55057 =3(5x +37y7 factoring
55057 =5x +379 algebra
3

18352z =37y rewnting
18352562 productand soone
Butthis isa contradiction, because
183525 is notan integer. Therefore, our
initial assumption thatbothxcyt] isfalse. 1

(4.18, butonly part)
UAE I.

&air If he is even, then his even.E

# n 12 #even?Neven?
-

4 16 T T
- 2 4 I T
3 9 F F

poot
For contradiction, suppose theclaim is false.
Thatis,



<-

iseventunuiresold-
n
=2k +1 forkt] by def. of odd-

n
=
=(2k +1)2 by subs.

n
2=4k2 +4k 1 algebra
n2 =2(2k+2k) +1 factorinI
C =2 k2+2k is integer prod, sum ofintois int

I
n
=
=2 c +1 for EUby def. of odd

odd
This contradicts thefactthathis even.
so theassumption that isodd is false.

(4.20)

Claim & is notrational.
⑨

P For thesakeofcontradiction,
assume thatI is rational.

statement reasoning
r = n,dt],d50 def.of rational
n,dare in lowestterms
Idon'thave a common divisor



2= squaring both sides

2d2 =12 algebra--
h2 is even by def. ofeven

his even by claim 4.18
->

n
=2cct def. of even
-

n2=422 squaring both sides
n2 =422 =2d2 by subs.

222 =d2 algebra-

d2 iseven det. of even

& iseven by claim 4.18-

sod and have bothdiv. by 2. But
this contradicts thefactthatn,d
are in lowest terms. so our initial
assumption that is rational is false.

I


